Capricorn, December 22 - January 19, is shown as this animal.
Those born between July 24 - August 23 are associated with Leo, the __
The sun and __ are basic elements of all astrological systems.
The ram represents this astrological sign, March 21 - April 19.
Astrology literally means "star __" in Greek.
The symbol of Gemini, May 23 - June 23.
Virgo, August 23 - September 22 , is often shown holding sheaves of __
The crab is the symbol of __, June 24 - July 23.
__ , February 19 - March 20 is represented by a fish.
__ is represented by a bull, April 21 - May 22.
The number of signs in most astrological systems.
The __ divides the apparent path of the sun into twelve equal zones.
The Chinese represent the year they are born in with one of 12 __.
Libra, September 23 - October 23, is Latin for __ - its symbol is a scale.
Sagittarius is Latin for archer and is shown as this mythical creature.
The constellation of __ actually looks a bit like a scorpion.
There are three modern astrological traditions: Vedic, Chinese, and __.
The water bearer, or pitcher, represents the sign of __.
Chinese astrology is based on their __ not constellations.
The Chinese recognize five __: earth, water, fire, wood, & metal.
Many newspapers and magazines feature a daily or monthly __.
The study of the stars and constellations started __ of years ago.
Modern science considers astrology a form of __ or fortune-telling.
Astrologers believe your __ is influenced by your sign.
Some use astrology to make __ about future events.
Many early __ and scientists contributed to astrology and astronomy.
Many ancient __ relied on the stars to guide their decisions.
The signs of the zodiac are based on identifying __ of stars.
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